B.S.C.
Sub'al Theatre
Presents
"Rosenkrautz & Guildenstern Are Dead"
ROENCRRANTZ & GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD

By Tom Stoppard

Directed by Dr. Robert E. Ericson

CAST OF CHARACTERS

ROENCRRANTZ.............................Jim Bottoms
GUILDENSTERN.........................Michael Westenskow
PLAYER...................................Steve Drakulich
ALFRED..................................Patrick Boyington
TRAGEDIANS..............................Dan Peterson
........................................Pat Nance
........................................Rod Jones
........................................Jackson Ramsey
HAMLET..................................Mark Lewis
OPHELIA..................................Susan Carringer
CLAUDIUS.................................Barry Robbins
GERTRUDE.................................Victoria Holloway
POLONIUS.................................Bob Maughan
HORATIO..................................John Edgerton
AMBASSADOR.............................John Elliott

TECHNICAL STAFF

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR/DESIGNER........Frank Heise
COSTUME & PROPERTY DESIGNER.........Terryl Asla
ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR............Ginger Scott
STAGE MANAGER..........................Chauncey Hood

CREW

COSTUME CREW
Patti Murphy
Cecily Tippery
Marilyn Miller
Nancy Kokes
Mary Lou Bromwell (Head)
Pam Kangas

PROPERTIES CREW
Dean Black (Head)
Andrea Parenteau
Deborah Long

MAKE-UP
George Borchers (Head)
Patty Brassfield

HOUSE MANAGER
Judy Patterson

PROGRAM DESIGN
Mrs. Shari Hennifer

LIGHTING CREW
Frank Stubblefield
Cecily Tippery (Head)
Wes McLarin
Dan Coffman

SET CONSTRUCTION
Jim Bottoms
Dan Coffman
Major Production Participation
Class and
Technical Theatre Class

SOUND
Bill Reid (Head)
Kevin Ames

PUBLICITY
Ginger Scott

ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER
Barry Robbins

The Department of Theatre Arts wishes to express its appreciation to Miss Susan Carringer for her donation of costume jewelry.